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Executive Summary
Amidst these unprecedented times in our community, Rock Island has remained resilient in its support
of our residents and businesses in San Juan County. Now, more than ever, the criticality of internet
services is emphasized as a must-have, sorely needed dependency in a community. Access to a robust
broadband infrastructure has kept our locals going. Rock Island is meeting this need, as well as
extending its support in ways we would never have thought possible prior to this establishment of the
Cooperative’s subsidiary.
Access to one another and resources via the internet has allowed many residents to follow the stay at
home order nearly seamlessly. It has enabled children to continue their education. It has allowed
businesses to maintain their presence. It has provided the bridge for our human and social connection
gap. It has kept the general public informed and equipped by our local, state and federal agencies. It has
kept our community safer in so many ways. Though the long-term effects of this pandemic are yet to be
seen, Rock Island maintains the unique opportunity to continue supporting our local residents.
The following report outlines the financial metrics for Q4 and YTD of 2019, as well as the YTD key
performance metrics for 2020. The analysis of the records shows a healthy, on target company that has
successfully established itself as a viable and long-term solution for our County. Rock Island reached its
first month of being cashflow positive from operations on time in 2019 and continues to project net
income positive according to plan. Staff has done an incredible job managing expenses to ensure this
milestone is reached, keeping our expense growth to under one percent from the prior year. Rock Island
grew its total revenue by 22% in 2019 over 2018 and flatlined labor and G&A expenses, allowing
onboarding to drive the profitability of the business. Revenues continue to grow in line with our
business plan as we begin to close out Q1 for 2020.
As a company, we have the unique ability to function nearly seamlessly in times like this. Being dynamic
and flexible with how we conduct our business has allowed us to maintain solid focus on our goals,
without compromising anyone’s safety. Our staff is our greatest assets and protecting them is one of our
top priorities. We have taken every measure possible to ensure this and will continue to re-evaluate the
needs as this epidemic unfolds. Rest assured, no one is being put needlessly into harm’s way and all staff
have the personal protective equipment they need to perform work in elevated risk instances.
It is reasonable to expect that any long-term stay-at-home order and the economic repercussions that
soon follow this event are going to have varying degrees of influence on our business. We will continue
to track these effects as they unfold. Staff has also applied and been approved for 8 weeks of payroll
through the SBA forgivable loan program as of April 15th. With funding anticipated in the next 10 days,
this further ensures our stability in these times.
In the meantime, we will need to limit our approach to some aspects of our business, such as going into
homes for onboarding, effectively pausing the fiber onboarding process for the time being. We still can
focus our resources on tasks that will contribute, as best they can, to our goals as a business. Work can
be done in completing the RESP Fiber to the Premise program establishment and educating members on
that opportunity. We also can turn our focus to major projects outside of onboarding such as the county
first responder radio network and our efforts in obtaining a grant for distance learning through the
USDA. This window of attention to these programs and projects will assist Rock Island in further
providing for the critical needs of our community. Like most small businesses, we will have a very
challenging year financially, which may intensify as the social distancing mandate extends. However, the
debate surrounding the value of proving internet services to our community is officially over! All Rock
Island has to do now is execute our business plan, once the pandemic subsides.
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Q4, 2019 Financial Statements
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2019 Key Performance Indicators
Total Revenues
2019 Revenues Plan to Actual
$7,000,000.00

$5,990,624 $6,173,284

$6,000,000.00
$5,000,000.00
$4,000,000.00
$3,000,000.00
$2,000,000.00

$1,629,095 $1,671,648

$1,000,000.00
$Revenue Q4

YTD Revenue
Actual

Plan
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Fiber Onboarding 2019
Fiber Onboarding 2019
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LTE Onboarding 2019
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Operating Expenses 2019
2019 Operating Expense Plan to Actual
$6,000,000.00

$5,601,734

$5,635,706

$5,000,000.00
$4,000,000.00
$3,000,000.00
$2,000,000.00

$1,437,618

$1,421,781

$1,000,000.00
$Op EX Q4

YTD Op Ex
Actual

Plan

Operations expenses have only grown 1% from the previous year.

Net Loss 2019
2019 Net Loss Plan to Actual
$$(200,000.00)

Net Loss Q4

$(400,000.00)
$(600,000.00)

YTD Net Loss

-$316,304
-$481,601

$(800,000.00)
$(1,000,000.00)
$(1,200,000.00)
$(1,400,000.00)
$(1,600,000.00)
$(1,800,000.00)

-$1,692,461
-$1,841,675

$(2,000,000.00)
Actual

Plan

Rock Island is still poised to meet its major milestones as set out in the 2020 Business Plan.
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2020 Key Performance YTD
Please note that these figures are as of April 15th, 2020 and this quarter is yet to be closed.

Gross Monthly Residential Fiber Onboarding
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Gross Monthly Onboarding LTE
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180
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187

Access EDU

99
77

59
50

65
55

47

78

62

77

70

56

Actual New LTE Subs

77

73
57

Plan New LTE Subs

88 of these connections for LTE and Fiber in March and 14 of these in April were for the Access EDU
Program (102 Connections). We are also only half-way through April at the time of this report.
•
•

12 Fiber
90 Wireless
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Net Residential Fiber Subs
2281

2400
2200
2000
1800

1890
1822 1844 1872
1904

1600
1400
1200
1000

Actual Net Res Fiber Subs

Plan Net Res Fiber Subs

Net LTE Subs
3330

3400
3300
3200

3125

3169

3100
3000

2956 2964

2900
2800
2700
2600

Actual Net LTE Subs

Plan Net LTE Subs

Again, the total Net number includes Access EDU connections, but even with those removed, Rock
Island has met its onboarding goals for Q1.
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Monthly Gross Revenues 2020
$612,746
$600,000 $554,044
$530,873
$522,254
$500,000
$400,000
$300,000
$200,000
$100,000
$0

Actual Revenues

Revenues Goals

$1,603,804 -Plan
$1,607,171 -Actual*

*March is not closed out so revenue numbers will continue to be updated.
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Access EDU Program
As the COVID-19 pandemic began affecting our local state, one of the initial closures issued by Gov.
Inslee, was the closure of schools. Without any idea of the longevity of the closures, schools scrambled
to plan and adapt to potential remote education courses. As the process unfolded, Rock Island stayed
engaged with each of the school districts to lend a hand where needed. Access to internet was the
number one roadblock facing schools in providing education remotely. Immediately Rock Island
launched the Access EDU program.
The program features an internet service delivered at no charge to any student without a connection.
We deliver the service indiscriminately to all with whatever is available, be it LTE, fiber, Mimosa… Our
goal is to get the students online and learning. In one small group of homes we had our own employee
who lived in the neighborhood, set up an outdoor access point and turned up “Access Rock Island” for
those students around him.

The map display shows all the Access EDU locations with the number of students connected.
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The program has resonated with great success and the schools have all voiced their appreciation in
many ways. The ability for schools to maintain their education program doesn’t only mean kids get to
continue their schooling, it also means that the teachers, janitors, counselors and aids all get to remain
funded as employees during the remote program.
It is sobering to think about what we would be facing, had OPALCO not moved forward with the
broadband initiative. The simple fact that we delivered over 100 connections in a little over two weeks’
time would not even have been in the realm of a possibility, had we not possessed a state-of-the-art LTE
and fiber network.
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USDA DLT Grant
As well as the Access EDU
Program, Rock Island and
OPALCO staff worked
tirelessly to complete a
grant application for
distance learning from the
USDA. The complete packet
was submitted before the
April 10th deadline and
outlined a plan to install
Interactive Learning Stations
(ILS) in every middle school
and high school classroom in
the county. These ILS’s give
any teacher the ability to
connect another teacher or
their students remotely via a
large, 86” interactive display
that replaces the need for a
projector and whiteboard in
the classroom. This will
create a new-aged and
flexible approach to learning
in over 75 classrooms. It can
be expanded to include
other instructor resources like fire departments and science centers, which will bring on-demand access
to curriculum for every student and teacher.
Having this technology installed in our schools will change the way our educators are able to react to
situations like we are facing now. Imagine, never making up a snow day again, allowing teachers to
extend their teaching resources to other classrooms around the county, students re-watching course
material from the classroom that day when they are having difficulty with their homework, and so many
more amazing potentials. The greatest of which is that this will serve as a safe, remote alternative for
our students and teachers during a health crisis like COVID-19.
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